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3.5mm circular needles, or
straight needles + DPNs
Stitch marker
Darning needle
Coordinating yarn or cord
for the drawstring 
Optional: spare needle one
size smaller for 3NBO

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Gauge: 5 st/“ in garter 

NOTES
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The height of the bag is cast on
and knit in flat garter to work the
length. The bag is then seamed
down the side and closed at the
bottom. 
The trim is picked up around the
top of the the bag and worked
in the round. 
You may also choose to stop
before working the trim, and
keep the project as a very cute
hat!
I personally hate seaming, so I
also included optional
instructions for how I avoided it. 

GLOSSARY

Garter: knit every row on both the front and back side of the
piece. 

pu (pick up a stitch): insert your needle from front to back along
the top edge of the fabric, wrap yarn counter-clockwise as if to
knit, and use the tip of the needle to pull the new stitch through
the front of the fabric.

ssk: slip one knitwise, slip one purlwise, then knit these two
stitches together through the back loop. 

yo: bring the yarn under the needle to the front, and then over the
top of the needle to the back. When you work the next stitch, the
strand creates a hole. This strand is worked like a normal stitch on
the next row.  



Here is a tutorial for
the Three Needle

Bind Off:
 
 

https://youtu.be
/Ph93jWSzTa0

note: the loops from the cast on will be
backwards, so you’ll need to insert the
needle through the back loop

Body
Long tail cast on 55 stitches. 
R1: k all. 

Repeat R1 until project measures 16”.

Seaming
Option 1: decide which long edge will be the
bottom of the bag. Your last row should end
with the working yarn on this side.  

Bind off knitwise, then fold the bag with the
right sides facing in and seam edges together. 

Option 2: decide which long edge will be the
bottom of the bag. Your last row should end
with the working yarn on the other  (top) edge.
 
Starting at the opposite corner from the
working yarn, use your second needle to pick
up a loop from each cast on stitch. You should
end up with both needle tips pointing in the
same direction, with the same number of
loops/stitches on each. Turn inside out and use
a similar sized needle for 3NBO.

Both options resume:
Cut a tail that is ~12” long, feed it through the
final loop and pull tight to close. 
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https://youtu.be/Ph93jWSzTa0


BONUS
If you stop

here, it actually
makes a pretty

cute hat!

Closing the bottom

With the bag still inside out and the working yarn at the
bottom, use a darning needle to weave through every
other garter ridge, then pull it tight to close. 

The garter should gather into puckers (mine has eight).
Use the darning needle to feed through each of these
puckers, close to the hole. 

Weave through the puckers once more in the opposite
direction, pull closed, and tie off with a knot. 
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Top
Note: this is worked with the bag still inside out. 

Setup: *pu 5, yo* to end.  [72 stitches]
 - you’ll be picking up from roughly 2 out of every 3 garter ridges 
Note: i found the easiest way to work all four repeats evenly was to divide the
bag into quarters with locking stitch markers or pins first. 

R1: p all. 
R2: *(ssk)x3, (k, yo)x6, (ssk)x3* to end. 
R3-4: k all. 

Repeat R1-4: twice more, then work R1-2. 
Bind off knitwise while being careful not to pull too tight. 

Drawstring 
As the bag is 100% Peruvian wool and will felt with the friction, I highly
recommend using some kind of cotton, acrylic, or superwash/nylon stash
yarn to make a drawstring. And style of braid, crochet chain, or icord will
work perfectly. 

Feed it through the yo holes from the pick up row, and pull tight to close. 


